Categories quiz - Test 1

1 Grammar

	1 	correct or incorrect?
		I will go swimming with my friends tomorrow afternoon.

	2	correct or incorrect?
		Many people lose their jobs these days.

	3	correct or incorrect?
		I back to home at six o'clock every day.

	4	correct or incorrect?	
		Helena is the most pretty girl in the class.

	5	correct or incorrect?
		Which is the longer river in the world?

	6	correct or incorrect?
		When was the last time you did any physical exercise?

	7	correct or incorrect?
		She goes to parties hardly ever.

	8	correct or incorrect?
		I would like to invite you for a dinner tomorrow evening.

	9	correct or incorrect?
		She hasn't to work on Sunday mornings.

	10	correct or incorrect?
		I must start work at 9 a.m. every day.

	11	correct or incorrect?
		Do you mind to bring me some water?

	12	correct or incorrect?
		You may buy cheap clothes in Tsim Sha Tsui

	13	correct or incorrect?
		You don't have to get a visa to visit Macau.

	14	correct or incorrect?
		Have you to wear a uniform for work?

	15	correct or incorrect?
		She went to the shops and brought a new pair of shoes.

	16	correct or incorrect?
		How much did the robbers stole from the bank?
2 Vocabulary

1	What is your f_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ food?
2	It's our wedding a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ today - we got married 20 years ago.
3	Don't be i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  !  Dinner will be ready soon.
4	I want to get a cheap ticket to Bangkok? Do you know any good t _ _ _ _   a _ _ _ _?
5	I always feel r _ _ _ _ _ _ when I listen to classical music.
6	At work do you a_ _ _ _ _  the phone in English or Chinese?
7	The opposite of 'safe' is d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
8	The opposite of dark skin is p _ _ _ skin
9	The opposite of 'excited' is b _ _ _ _ 
10	I really wanted to go to the concert but the tickets were sold out. 
	I was so d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !


3 Pronunciation

1	skateboarding
2	decided
3	martial arts
4	Argentina
5	disappointed
6	architect
7	stomachache
8	sophisticated
9	beard
10	moustache
11	provided
12	answered
13	aerobics
14	ceremony
15 	disappointed


4 Speaking

1	Talk for one minute about your favourite sport.
2	Talk for one minute about a job that you would like to do.
3	Compare two people in the room. Make four different comparisons.
4	Describe one person in the room as fully as you can.
5	Talk for one minute about your plans for next week.
6	Talk for one minute about last weekend.
7	Talk for one minute about rules in your workplace.
8	Talk for one minute about new year celebrations in Hong Kong.








5 Listening


1	Respond: 	Would you like to go for a drink later?
2	Dictate:	What kind of car have you got?
3	Respond:	Who made your breakfast today?
4	Dictate:	What are you doing tomorrow?
5	Respond:	What does your best friend look like?
6	Dictate:	Do you want to go for a walk?
7	Respond:	How old is your boss?
9	Dictate:	The best of luck for the future.
10	Respond:	What was the day before yesterday?


Answers

1 Grammar

	1 	incorrect
		I am going swimming with my friends tomorrow afternoon.

	2	incorrect
		Many people are losing their jobs these days.

	3	incorrect
		I go home at six o'clock every day.

	4	incorrect	
		Helena is the prettiest girl in the class.

	5	 incorrect
		Which is the longest river in the world?

	6	correct
		When was the last time you did any physical exercise?

	7	 incorrect
		She hardly ever  goes to parties.

	8	incorrect
		I would like to invite you for dinner tomorrow evening.

	9	incorrect
		She doesn't have to work on Sunday mornings.

	10	incorrect
		I have to start work at 9 a.m. every day.

	11	incorrect
		Would you mind bringing me some water?

	12	incorrect
		You can buy cheap clothes in Tsim Sha Tsui

	13	correct
		You don't have to get a visa to visit Macau.

	14	incorrect
		Do you have to wear a uniform for work?

	15	incorrect
		She went to the shops and bought a new pair of shoes.

	16	correct or incorrect?
		How much did the robbers steal from the bank?
2 Vocabulary

1	What is your favourite food?
2	It's our wedding anniversary today - we got married 20 years ago.
3	Don't be impatient !  Dinner will be ready soon.
4	I want to get a cheap ticket to Bangkok? Do you know any good travel agents?
5	I always feel relaxed when I listen to classical music.
6	At work do you answer  the phone in English or Chinese?
7	The opposite of 'safe' is dangerous
8	The opposite of dark skin is pale skin
9	The opposite of 'excited' is bored
10	I really wanted to go to the concert but the tickets were sold out. 
	 I was so disappointed!


3 Pronunciation


1	skateboarding
Ooo
2	decided
 oOo
3	martial arts
Oo o
4	Argentina
ooOo
5	disappointed
ooOo
6	architect
Ooo   note 'ch' pronounced 'k'
7	stomachache
Ooo   note 'ch' pronounced 'k'
8	sophisticated
oOooo
9	beard
Oo
10	moustache
oO
11	provided
oOo
12	answered
Oo
13	aerobics
oOo
14	ceremony
Oooo
15 	disappointed
ooOo





